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Inventory Discount (IDP) appeals the Government Printing Office's (GPO) 
final decision denying t..~e claim equitable adjustment for expenses incurred 
during processing of Program 380-8 Lubrication Orders for the Department 
Army. asserts that contract specifications were ambiguous, entitles it to 
recover $38,299.29 during pelrfolrm;an(~e 



approximately 25 to 60 orders would be placed each year, that each order would 
require approximately to 5,000 copies, occasional orders 
to 30,000 copies. at 7. As relevant here, lamination requirements for each 
order were as follows: 

After printing, laminate both of the sheet with delustered 
polyester film, 0.0015" thick Lamination must be suitable for 
inscribing with grease pencil and without damage to 

must remain not 'LU"'UVL 

matter and must not produce any visible of an rnn.QV'TOf'T 

seal-no bubbles or blisters. 

8 

IDP submitted a bid in response to the IFB that, upon bid opening, was determined to 
be the lowest priced bid. Because IDP's bid was 18 percent lower than the lowest 
bid, the contracting officer requested that IDP review and confmn its bid before 
making award to the On August 27, 2004, IDP responded that "[w]e have 
re-examined our bid prices and stand by the bid submitted." R4, Tab 5, at 21. Later 

same day, IDP confirmed that "[w]e are pretty comfortable our bid as 
submitted and do not believe that the lamination requirement will pose any hardships 
on filling the contract as provided." R4, Tab 6, at 23. 

The contracting officer awarded the contract to and issued the first of several print 
orders to the fIrm on September 1, 2004. At the conclusion of the base period, the 
contracting officer declined to exercise the options, thus allowing the contract to 
expire on August 31, 2005. However, with the concurrence of GPO, IDP continued to 
process outstanding print orders 2007. R4, Tab 16, at 95. On 16, 2007, 
the last of the open print orders were for at IDP's request. 

at 



On August 24, 2010, IDP submitted a claim for equitable adjustment to contracting 
the amount $38,299.28, on ambiguous Specifically, 

IDP complained that the word "delustered" as used in the (quoted above) was 
"vague and ambiguous" because the term did not identify the type of finish to be used 
(Le., matte, satin, or other finish) and other language in IFB indicated that the 
surface "must remain clear" after grease markings are erased. R4, Tab 1, 
at 3. IDP asserted that the contract ambiguity caused it to base its bid on clear 
laminate fIlm, which is less expensive than the matte or satin fmished laminate that 
GPO it costs. 
Id. 

GPO denied the request 
IDP's alleges are 
defective. IDP reasserts its claim that the words "delustered" 
create an ambiguity that entitles it to relief. Complaint 2011-1 at 

GPO now moves for summary judgment, contending that 
GPO further asserts that if an ambiguity t:2L1"=. 

to did not do. .Lu,,-,,,nn 

DISCUSSION 

dispute and 
56(c); 



Teg-Paradigm Envtl., Inc. v. United States, 465 F.3d 1329, 1338 (Fed. Cir. 2006). The 
contract provisions must be read as part of an organic whole, according 

reasonable meaning to all of the contract terms, Gould, Inc. v. United States, 935 F.2d 
1271,1274 (Fed. Cir. 1991), and the Board's interpretation of the contract must assure 
that no contract provision is made inconsistent, superfluous, or redundant. Hughes 
Comm'cns Galaxy, Inc. v. United States, 998 F.2d 953, 958 (Fed. Cir. 1993). 

We find no ambiguity in the contract language here. As noted above, the contract 
required that that it 
inscribing with a grease pencil and erasing without damage to the surface and must 
remain clear." The common, ordinary meaning of the word "deluster" is "to reduce the 
sheen of." Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary 298 (1979). 'When specification is 

as a word to and 
words "must remain clear" refer to how the laminate must hold up to inscription 

and erasure. The words "must remain clear" in no way alter the type of finish required. 
IDP's interpretation the specification allowed it to provide clear laminate is 
simply not reasonable. 

IDP asserts that it refer to 
types of dulled or matte. Opposition to Motion Summary 
Judgment at 5-6. However, the fact remains, IDP did not provide type of dulled 
finish, but instead gloss that did not comply the contract 
requirements. Because, as above, the contract language was not ambiguous, 
is not entitled to relief. 3 

the foregoing re1:l.Sons, the Board grants GPO's motion for summary judgment. 
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